**HONEY BEE CAFE**
700 Main Avenue, Cambridge

**HOME COOKING, PASTRY AND PIZZA**

Three minutes walk from M.I.T.

**LUNCHES 4c AND UP**

**DINNERS 6c AND UP**

**FULL COURSE CHICKEN DINNER 9c**

For Reservations Call Thoroughly 7-7000

---

**Make NOV. 27 the Beginning of Your Career**

On this date our representative will be on your campus. He will discuss with you '75 engineering graduates the opportunities offered by a TRAINING PROGRAM WITH ONE OF THE NATION'S MOST PROGRESSIVE PUBLIC UTILITIES

Philadelphia Electric, which has the fastest-growing Delaware Valley, has spent over $221,000,000 for new and expanded facilities since 1945, and plans expenditures during the next few years at the rate of about $1,500,000 a week. You will find here an opportunity worthy of all the initiative, vision, and energy you possess, a career that will ultimately bring you the highest return in personal satisfaction and professional development.

See your placement officer, read our literature in his office, which will ultimately bring you the highest return in personal satisfaction and professional development.

**PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY**
A Business-Managed, Tax-Paying Utility Company Owned By Nearly 120,000 Stockholders

---

**E.E.'s, M.E.'s, A.E.'s, Math, Physics & Chemistry Majors:**

APL wants graduates eager to accept the challenge of responsibility.

The Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of The Johns Hopkins University is a unique organization. Its professional staff, including both junior and senior members, is allowed a measure of responsibility. More initiative must go to the man who is not more than in any other research and development organizations. An stimulating environment where teamwork and individual initiative are found results in a high degree of inventiveness and professional gratification.

For years APL has pioneered: Bumblebee guided-missile program, including the work of 21 associate and subcontractors, among these leading universities and industrial organizations.

---

**bush league**

SAE, Theta Chi, Fijis, Win League Titles

**Delta, Phi Delta, DU All Shutout**

SAE 16–DU 9

By whitewashing Delta Upsilon, 16–0 last Saturday, Sigma Alpha Epsilon retained its League 1 championship and kept its unscathed record intact. The first half of the game had been played the week before and had ended at a scoreless tie with SAE ahead 9–0, via a safety and a touchdown. On Saturday the second half of the game was a repudiation of the first, as SAE talled a safety midway in the third quarter on a bad pass from DU's center that went into the end zone. Then SAE went in on the opening minutes of the 4th period with a field goal ahead 13–0. The final score was 16–0 on a short pass from Wall Ramos '59 to Bob Thompson '58 following a long punt kickoff stopped by passes from Humes to Thompson and Fett Schondt '57.

Theta Chi 19–Phi Delta 0

By settling on a touchdown in each of the first three quarters, Theta Chi cruised, knocking off champ Phi Delta Theta, 16–4, to take the League 2 title last Saturday. The key cama- telaed midway in the opening stanza as a five-yard pass from Hallow '58 to give the Theta's their third td and a 10–0 lead. In the third quarter Theta Chi completed the scoring as Morris passed ten yards to Bill Reper '58. The entire game was dominated by Morris's passing and the fine running of Hurst, Royer, and Al Brahmham, as Theta's offense rolled up large gains. Meanwhile, their defense was a joy to keep the Phi Deltas at bay throughout the game.

Phi Gams 7–Delts 0

League 4 saw Phi Gamma Deltas take the rubber in this battle against Delta Zeta Bama, 7–0. This game was played without Joe Times, and for most of the game without Delts' quarterback, who was out with his previous form and only had four Phi Gam offenses inside the 20-yard line. The big story was one again the Phi Gam defense which held the Delts to only 1 of 24 first downs. Brice Simpson '59, Hal Smith '57, Bob Root '57, and Chuck Ingraham '58 held the Fiji defense.

The Gams kicked off and took over deep in Delta territory after a poor punt. They surrendered the ball to the Delts however, and after 4 downs and the ball changed hands again 3 times as only a good quick kick could have kept the Delts in return. Midway in the second quarter the Phi Gam kicked for the only TD of the game as Al Bordey '57 hit Ingraham in the end zone on a 24-yard punt play. Here they also passed to Don Aucamp for the extra point.

The second half was also all Phi Gam, but despite many opportunities they were unable to gain score.

---

**After Eligibility Rule**

In a change of rules announced this week, the Intramural Council altered the eligibility requirements for intramural sports. Prior to this change, anyone who had won a varsity or JV letter in a sport could never be eligible for that particular intramural sport. From now on, anyone who is a varsity or JV member, will be allowed to play that intramural sport even if they have previously won a letter.

---

**Representative On CAMPUS**

Tues., Nov. 13, Wed., Nov. 14

Contact your Placement Officer today to secure an appointment with the APL representative.

The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
821 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Md.

---

**The Tech**

Page Five